## Type of Tuition Exemption

### Description

Due to the need for documentary accreditation, students can usually only choose <Ordinary> as the type of registration exemption.

Thanks to a service that allows us to connect directly with the conselleria of social welfare, we can provide students of the Valencian community with some type of exemption, such as Large family, special large family and disability.

During the connection with the conselleria some problems may arise that are described below:

- To apply for any type of exemption or scholarship you must go to the secretariat of your center with the corresponding documentation.
- The next disability review date has expired.
- The disability condition could not be validated. You must present supporting documentation in the secretariat of your center.
- It has not been possible to validate the condition of large family / disability. You must present supporting documentation in the secretariat of your center.
- The expiration date for a large family has expired.
- It has not been possible to validate the condition of large family. You must present supporting documentation in the secretariat of your center.
- Connection with the Department of Social Welfare failed. Please go through the secretariat of your center with the documentation to confirm your exemption.
- The exemption will be validated with the Conselleria de Bienestar Social.
- Type of exemption confirmed by the Ministry of Social Welfare.

### Student Action

If a connection error occurs, try again.

If the problem persists, or disagrees with the telematics resolution of the conselleria, register with type of exemption <ordinary> and present later in the center the supporting documentation.